
           
 
Position Name:    Expert Group Spokesperson 

Department:    Technical 

Grade:     Manager/ Sr. Manager 

Vacancy:    1 

Qualification:    B.E. /B. Tech/ Graduate & Post Graduate 

Experience:    5 to 9 years of experience. 

Location:    Pune 

 

Position Requirement: 

1. English, German language 

2. MS Office 

3. Experience in project management 

 
Purpose of Position:  
 

 It ensures the coordination of specialized departments in SET electric / electronics from the point 

of view of reaching the deadline and the task in the activities related to the development of new 

ones and model care 

Tasks: 

1. Coordinates the binding tasks of the project team member - within the framework of the car 

project  

2. Binding tasks are assigned to the project team member - SET, as part of the car project 

3. Supervises the model bills of materials 

4. Controls the task fulfilment and adherence to the schedule - to the members of the project team 

5. It discusses proposals for changes 

6. It informs about the status of the project team member project team and the project promoter - 

within the project of the car 

7. It is methodically directed by the project team members - SET, as part of the car project 

8. Supervises technical assignments (Lastenhefts) for parts, part groups – SET 

9. Coordinates the implementation of measures / decisions from the chambers - within the 

framework of the car project 

10. Discusses design solutions 

11. He oversees the development plans of the work 

12. It produces presentations about the state of the project and about new products - within the 

project of the car 

13. Supervises the P-, B- release of the part – BMG 

14. It carries out analyses related to the project - within the framework of a car project 

15. It prepares the documentation for the board and other gremia - as part of the car project 

16. He oversees the plans for projects - within the framework of the car project 

17. Coordinates the start of series production in foreign competitions - parts 

18. Supervises the sourcing process – parts 

19. Evaluates the project documentation - within the framework of a car project 

20. It proposes the assignment of the project - within the project of the car 

21. It produces reports about the state of the project - within the framework of a car project 

22. Coordinates the deployment of the module - within the group, within the company ŠA 

23. Coordinates development orders - within the concern 

24. It supervises the target of the part - the weight 

25. It analyses new trends in automotive technology development 



           
 
26. It sets out measures to minimize risks - within the framework of its activities, within the 

framework of the car project 

27. Coordinates product measures - within a car project 

28. Evaluates corrective actions after testing 

 


